Normal modes of vibration in bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor and its mechanical property.
The normal mode analysis of conformational fluctuation is carried out for a small globular protein, bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor. Results are analyzed mainly to reveal the mechanical construction of the protein molecule. We take dihedral angles, including peptide omega angles, as independent variables for the normal mode analysis. There are 306 such angles in this molecule. Motions in modes with frequencies lower than 120 cm-1 are shown to involve atoms in the whole protein molecule, and spatial change of displacement vectors is continuous, i.e., those of atoms near in space are similar. To quantitate the observation of the continuity, a correlation function of direction vectors of atomic displacements is calculated. From this function we define a quantity that is interpreted as the wave length of an equivalent elastic plane wave. From this quantity we deduce effective Young's modulus for each mode. For the mode with the lowest frequency 4.4 cm-1, it turned out to be 0.8 x 10(9) dyn cm-2, the value two orders of magnitude softer than, for instance, alpha-helices. Prompted by this observation, the four lowest frequency modes and also the harmonic motions in the thermal equilibrium are analyzed further mainly to detect relatively rigid structural elements in the molecule. From this analysis emerges a mechanical picture of the protein molecule that is made up of relatively rigid elements held together by very soft parts.